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552. [K1. 6. lo.] On the Conic in Polar Co-ordinates. 
We propose to obtain, from geometrical considerations, certain results in 

polar co-ordinates, with the focus of the conic as pole. 
1. The tangent at a given point. 
Taking any point R (Fig. 1) whose co-ordinates are r, 0, on the tangent 

FIG. 1. 

at P, whose vectorial angle is a, and drawing RL, RN perpendicular to SP 
and the directrix respectively, we have, since PSZ is a right angle, 

SL_ZR_RN_ 
SP ZP PM' 

:. SLIRN=SP/PM=e. 
Hence r cos (6 — a) = e(SX — r cos ff) = l- er cos 6 ; 

/. Ijr — e cos 6 +cos ( 6 - a). 
2. The chord through two given points. 
With the usual notation, let a — fl and a.+ /3 be the vectorial angles of the 

points P and Q (Fig. 2), the chord through which meets the directrix in Z. 

FIG.-2. 

If from any point R (r, 6) on the chord RL, RN be drawn parallel to SZ 
and the axis respectively, we have, as in the case of the tangent, 

SL/RN=SP/PM=e. 
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But RL is perpendicular to SK, the iiiterual bisector of L PSQ (L PSQ — 2/3), 
and LKSX=<X. Hence 

SR cos ($ - a)=SK = SL cos ji ; 

.'. r sec/3cos(d-a)=e. RN=l- er cos 6, 

t ha t i s , Z/r = e cos # + sec /? cos (0 - a). 

3. The polar, or chord of contact of tangents from a given point. 
Let PQ (Fig. 2) be the chord of contact of tangents from a given point 

0 ()•', ff), and from 0 draw OH, ON', perpendicular to SP and the directrix 
respectively. 

Then, since SHjON'=SLIRN=e, 

we have e«, tf#. ON'^SL. SH=SK. SO. 

Hence, at once, (I - er cos 9){l - e / cos ff)=rr' cos ( 0 - #')• 

4. 77ie normal at a given point. 
Taking any point Q (Fig. 3), whose co-ordinates are r, 9, on the normal 

at P, whose vectorial angle is a, and drawing QL, QR perpendicular to SP 
and the ordinate PN respectively, we have, by similar triangles, 

QL PQPR 
SP~PZ~PM' 

:. QLIPR = SPjPM=e. 

Hence r s i n ( # - a ) = e. PN-ersin 9 ; 

.". ersin 9 + rs'm(9-a) = e. SPaina 
= el sin a/( 1 + e cos a), 

the required equation to the normal. ANON. 
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